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Eventing demands boldness, stamina and accuracy. There’s a lot to focus on, and any 
distraction is a potential wipeout. So it goes without saying that eventers need to have full 

confidence in their gear, from what they wear to what they sit in. It needs to be solid, 
without gimmicks; affordable, without being weak; long-lasting without sacrificing function 

and style. Finding products that deliver, products that are tough yet still beautiful, that offer solutions 
rather than create more questions, and most importantly products that won’t break the bank, is a 
common challenge for every eventer.

We recognize these needs as being as extraordinarily diverse and demanding as eventing is itself, 
and that’s why we’ve created the 4-Star Collection. We’re particular about what we bring you in this 
collection - each piece must have a ‘reason for being’ in the eventing world or it gets spun from the 
lineup. Our approach towards product design demonstrates a bias for strength, grace, beauty and 
affordability. The product found within these pages is a cut above the usual pack.  It enhances your ride 
and allows you to focus, to enjoy this amazing sport. It’s product you can count on and afford to invest 
in; product that will meet and exceed your demands as an eventer.  

So who exactly are we? English Riding Supply (ERS) is the importer and wholesale distributor of 
more than 25 of the World’s top brands of English riding products. We’re a young, energetic company 
born out of an alliance between world-class riders and craftsman. As a business, our values reflect 
the commitment, elegance and class by which these amazing people live, work and compete. We’re a 
company with experience. Our team has been developing and bringing to market some of the world’s 
best brands for decades: Pessoa, Mountain Horse, Ovation, Veredus and Happy Mouth to name a few. The 
highly skilled craftsman behind these brands cut their teeth on saddle and strap design with the guidance 
of some of the best horseman in history:  Blythe Tait, Rodrigo and Nelson Pessoa, Anky Van Grunsven. 
The list goes on. And above all, we’re a company that has fun and seriously enjoys what we do. The 
results of this collaboration are truly amazing, so start flipping pages and have a look for yourself.

Meet our ERS 
Eventing Ambassadors
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ERS 4-Star Collection
Delivers When it Counts
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JOHN WILLIAMS
John has been on the cutting edge of eventing for two decades. With Olympic bronze and 
World Game gold medals, not to mention his FEI ‘I” and USEF “R” course designer status, John’s 
no slacker. What’s the one thing John’s most proud of?  That would be having found all of his 
horses as young, raw talent, and with the help of only his wife Ellen, establishing them through 
the top levels of eventing. John studied woodworking and furniture design at the Rochester 
Institute of Technology, so naturally when he’s not competing or designing courses, John’s 
favorite thing to do is design and build things.  That’s why he meshes with the ERS philosophy 
so well—he’s our “go to” guy for product critiques, and if there’s a way to tinker with an already 
good design and make it better, John’s on it!

TIANA COUDRAY
A go-getter by anyone’s standards, at the young age of 19 Tiana’s on her second competitive 
career!  Bursting onto the eventing scene just a few short years ago, she already has a ’04 
NAYRC silver medal, and ’05 and ’07 USEA Young Rider of the Year awards under her belt. 
But Tiana was a seasoned World competitor prior to her eventing successes, just not in 
equestrian sports! Up until she was 15, Tiana spent 10 years as a serious Irish Dancer, training 
and competing internationally with a career high of finishing 8th in the world. But even 
with all that success so early in life, this young, enthusiastic competitor somehow manages 
to stay down to earth and keep things in perspective.  That same enthusiasm and down to 
earth attitude is what makes Tiana such an asset to our team.

BONNIE MOSSER
Determined, talented, and tough as nails when conditions warrant. That’s how we’d describe 
Bonnie. A former member of the U.S. Ski Team, she’s been an accomplished competitor her 
whole adult life.  But don’t let all that seriousness fool you!  She’s also spunky, and likes to walk 
on the wild side - just a bit.  Her favorite line, “That’s horses...”, sort of sums up her go-with-the-
flow attitude.  For Bonnie, having fun is critical, just ask the crew that travels with her.  Bonnie’s 
stabling area at shows is usually a pretty laid back place to be, and photo shoots with her are 
typically a blast - you never know what antics she’ll come up with next! That’s why we love 
having her as part of our team. Her spirited approach to life and sport fits perfectly with the 
energy of our 4-Star Collection.

CORINNE ASHTON
Corinne’s feisty spirit and unending energy are essential elements for her hectic lifestyle.  
How else do you juggle riding, traveling, competing, working full time, being a mom to two 
kids, and being the 2007 Leading Adult Amateur? Whew - it makes us tired just writing it!  
One of our newest ambassadors, Corinne’s years of experience and no-nonsense, realistic 
approach to her riding products is sure to be a bonus for our R&D team. Growing up on the 
back of a horse in Scotland, Corinne says she can’t remember a time when she didn’t ride, 
and in 2007 she and her illustrious partner Dobbin established themselves as a duo to be 
reckoned with. Named by her ‘un-horsey’ husband, in Britain Dobbin is a generic term for 
an old, slow carthorse.  Thankfully he’s not lived up to his name, recently becoming the ‘07 
Advanced Eventing Champion and one of the USEA’s top 10 horses of the year! 

BECKY HOLDER
When asked where she gets her courage to face such huge questions on cross country, 
Becky tells us, “I have tremendous faith in the partnership I’ve developed with my horses, 
and that trust gives me great courage.”  Her dedication to partnerships is a big reason we 
love working with Becky. Even though she has a grueling schedule between teaching and 
training, she always finds time to work with our products and give us critical feedback – the 
good, the really good, the bad and the ugly.  Hailing from Minnesota, Becky admits she 
spends “way too many hours to count” on the road. So what’s the one thing she never leaves 
home without? That would be Scrappy Doo, her faithful canine companion. “Scrappy is a very 
important member of the Holder event team,” laughs Becky. “He acts as a great co-pilot on 
the many long hauls back and forth from Minnesota. I don’t leave home without him!”

Meet our ERS 
Eventing Ambassadors



Gear that Means Business

Four Star Eventing  
XCH Saddle
The new X-Change System (XCH) 
is invaluable for eventers. It lets you 
change the width of your tree in just 
six easy steps, for more versatility with 
your saddle. Comes with velcro knee 
roll, rear thigh blocks, and medium 
gullet plate. Natural French finish. 
Lifetime guaranteed tree.
Oakbark
Medium tree
Seat: 161/2”, 17”, 171/2”, 18”
467066   $1195.00

Also available without XCH.  
Natural French finish. 
Oakbark
Regular & Wide trees 
Seat: 161/2”, 17”, 171/2”, 18”
464787   $1095.00

Ovation ™ Dri-Lex ®  
Equalizer Girth
Brown
Sizes: 34” - 58”
465119   $43.95

Helps prevent skin conditions! 

Lower surface repels  
moisture away from body. 

Upper surface pulls moisture  
 through so it evaporates.

       vation Four Star gear 

embodies all the elements 

of out-and-out professional 

tack. Craftsmen may know 

how to sew a gorgeous 

bridle or assemble a world 

class saddle, but the 

experience gained from 

years on the course can 

only come from those who 

have been there and done 

it. Therefore, no saddle or 

bridle design goes to our 

workrooms without first 

passing the test of Ovation’s 

experienced team of event 

riders. Each step of the way, 

their guidance keeps  

us focused on providing the 

best—gear that’s solid, 

functional and durable 

without sacrificing beauty. 

Gear that will rise to the 

challenge. And all at a price 

you just can’t beat. So feel 

confident that when 

you finally make 

it to your big 

goal, your 4-Star 

gear will be there for 

you the entire way.
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Additional Gullet Plates
Sizes: Narrow, Medium,  
Medium/wide, Wide & 
Extra wide
466892   $24.95
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John on the Four-Star Event Saddle  “When the Ovation team asked me to 
help redesign this saddle, my big demand was that it needed to provide eventers 
with a really secure seat and superb balance. It had to go from training level to 4-star 
challenges. I’m not disappointed. I tweaked the design by adding larger, anatomically 
shaped, repositionable knee blocks so you can place them where they’re most 
comfortable, and a slightly deeper seat for added security. This is my saddle of choice.”

Larger, velcro 
knee roll 

for perfect  
positioning

Slightly deeper 
seat for added 

security

XCH Interchangeable  
Gullet System 

Change the fit of your saddle
 in only six steps!



check out  
our new  

longer reins

Soft and beautifully crafted, 
yet durable and strong.

           e insist on the more time-consuming, 

expensive oak bark tanning process which 

gives our Ovation™ English made leather 

the strength, flexibility and long-lasting 

durability that eventing demands.  

“I always love how amazing the leather on 

my Four-Star bridle becomes once I get it all 

oiled up.” raves Tiana. “It becomes the most 

beautiful mahogany color and looks and 

feels like something far more expensive!”
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Ovation ™ Flexi-Rubber Reins
With hook and stud ends.  
Australian Nut with white or 
brown rubber
5/8˝ x 54˝
408082   $62.95

With brass or steel buckles.
Australian Nut
5/8˝ x 54˝
464981   $62.95
5/8˝ x 60˝
465327   $72.95

Ovation ™ Plain Raised  
Padded Bridle
With Removable Flash 
5/8˝ brown rubber reins,  
padded raised cavesson and  
brass or steel buckle ends.
Australian Nut
Horse, Oversize
464983   $209.95

Also available with  
permanent flash  
(shown on horse). 
Australian Nut
Horse
464982   $209.95

Bonnie on Flexi-Rubber 
reins  “These reins are super 
supple and grippy. Perfect 
for cross-country work!”



Wendy Lewis and Rampant Lion

Ovation ™ Hunting  
Breastplate with Elastic
With brass fittings  
and 1” strap.  
Australian Nut
Cob, Horse, Oversize
464978   $139.95

Ovation ™  
Hunting Breastplate
With brass fittings  
and 1” strap.  
Australian Nut
Horse
464977   $149.95

Ovation ™ Elastic 
Running  
Martingale 
Attachment
With brass fittings and 
1” strap.  
Australian Nut
Cob, Horse
464979   $27.95 Ovation ™ Figure 8  

Nose Band
Classic plain raised with 
stainless steel hardware. Real 
sheepskin lined disk helps 
protect the sensitive bridge 
area of the nose. Matches 
Four-Star flash and snaffle 
bridles.
Australian Nut
Horse
465328   $79.95

genuine  
sheepskin 

 padding for  
exceptional  
comfort

Ovation ™ Figure 8 
Nose Band  
with Rings
Features synthetic 
sheepskin disc.
Australian Nut

Raised Leather
Cob, Horse
489103   $62.95

Flat Leather
Cob, Horse
464056   $47.95

Ovation ™ Kineton
Effective device for all 
horses that pull. With  
stainless steel loops.  
Australian Nut
One size designed  
to fit all horses.
464976   $83.95

Ovation ™ Triple Covered  
Stirrup Leathers
Reinforced and stitched for 
super durability and limited 
stretch. 
Oakbark
7/8˝ x 54˝
464562   $79.95

Reinforced, 
no stretching!
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Ovation™ Klimke II 
Pro Dressage
With XCH System.
Panels: AMS synthetic  
wool-flocked system
Tree Width: XCH system  
comes with medium tree width  
gullet. Other size gullet plates are 
available from Narrow through 
X-Wide. Block Knee Roll
Seat Sizes: 16 1/2”-18 1/2”
Flap Length: Regular 
Black, Natural Finish Leather
467133  $1595.00

Ovation™ Dressage Girth
Solid one piece construction, 
stainless steel roller buckles and 
elastic at both ends.
Black
Sizes: 26” - 32”
473423  $99.95

The First Dressage Saddle 
Designed by an Eventer

Form fitting panel Girthing sytem Dressage knee block

Ovation™ 1/2 Hole 
Stirrup Leathers
Black
7/8” x 54”, 7/8” x 57” and 7/8” x 60”
464040  $73.95

Most everyone in the dressage world knows five 

time Olympic Team-Gold Medal Dressage 

Champion, the late Dr. Reiner Klimke. 

What most people do not know is that 

he got his start in eventing, winning the 

Vice-European Team-Championship in ’57, 

the European Team-Championship in ’59, and 

competing in the Rome Olympic Games in ‘60, all 

before moving into dressage. His dressage saddle 

was designed to provide a proper foundation and 

balance for the developing rider at a price that 

would encourage interest and involvement in 

dressage riding. The Klimke II Pro Dressage Saddle 

has proven its merit since 1986 when it was first 

introduced to the dressage community. Today we 

are pleased to bring this saddle back to its roots 

by presenting it to eventers. The saddle fits a wide 

variety of horses with no adjustments or fittings 

needed, and the tree has a lifetime warranty, as 

befits a saddle of this quality.
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XCH Interchangeable Gullet System 

Change the fit of your saddle
 in only six steps!
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John on Dressage saddles  “A good foundation is imperative for 
all dressage riders to excel, especially when you’re just starting out, 
and it can be difficult to find that in a saddle with an affordable price. 
Without this, your progress will be hindered. Klimke knew this, and 
it’s strongly reflected in his design and his price point.”

“If your horse says no, you either asked the wrong question, 
or asked the question wrong.”  Dr. Reiner Klimke



Pessoa™ Legacy 
Nylon Lined 
Stirrup Leathers
Oakbark
3/4” x 54” & 1” x 54”
464724  $148.00

New! Carbon-fiber 
infused tree 

gives riders more feel, and will
never spread or break.  

Now that’s tough!

Pessoa™ Legacy 
Event XCH Saddle

Pessoa has notched up 
the performance of his Legacy 

Event saddle with the new AMS synthetic 
flocked panels, XCH interchangable 
gullet plates, and super strong Carbon-
fiber tree. The new molded flaps and 
contoured knee blocks provide added 
security without reducing the close 
contact and balance Pessoa saddles are 
known for.
Tree comes with medium gullet plate
Dark Havana
Flap: Regular
Seat: 16”, 161/2”, 17”, 171/2”
466910  $2,195.00

Pessoa™ Blyth Tait Saddle
After becoming committed 
to the Pessoa style of saddle, 
Blyth Tait and Nelson Pessoa 
worked together to develop 
the first Pessoa eventing saddle. 
With a forward flap for cross-
country and galloping, and a 
wider, more supportive seat, 
the Blyth Tait saddle perfected 
the idea of a close contact 
saddle for eventers.
Havana
Regular & Wide trees
Seat:  16”, 161/2”, 17”, 171/2”, 
18”, 181/2”
464471  $1,995.00

How a Show Jumper Changed the Seat of Eventing
        p until 20 years ago cross country saddles 

were deeply seated with a high cantle that tended 

to keep you in place and catch you behind over 

big obstacles. but all that changed in 

1987 when, on the way to a major 

competition, blyth Tait lost his cross 

country saddles, courtesy of the airlines. 

Now in a major bind, he was forced to use 

his Pessoa show jumping saddle for cross country. 

blyth took the championship at that event, and 

credited his win to the newly found balance and 

contact of the Pessoa designed saddle, calling it 

his savior. 

At that point, an alliance was born between 

Nelson and blyth. Their collaboration produced 

the Pessoa blyth Tait saddle, and ushered in a 

new era of saddle design for eventers. Since that 

time, cross country riders have found that the 

Pessoa design provides a newfound freedom in 

the saddle, allowing more balance and movement 

without sacrificing security. Pessoa’s new Legacy 

Event is the most modern culmination of this 

extraordinary Pessoa eventing experience.
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AMS 2 Zone  
Panel System  

Synthetic wool flocking with 

enhanced Memory that allows for 

adjustments, combined with a 

pressure balancing membrane.

More 
Forward Flap

Transitions easily 
between cross country 

and show jumping

For more info on the  
XCH & AMS systems visit  

www.pessoaUSA.com

Blyth Tait, New Zealand Eventing Champion
4-time Olympic Medalist (’96 individual gold & team bronze, 
 ’92 team silver & individual bronze)
Rolex 3-Day Event CCI**** Champion (’00)
Burghley Champion (’01 gold, ’98 gold & silver)

Blyth on event saddles  “I used to think that a deeper seated saddle 
would help hold me in place and stop me falling off, until I discovered 
the close contact Pessoa saddle which revolutionized my cross country 
riding. With the Pessoa I have found that the closer lower leg contact and 
the freedom for upper body flexibility gives me the basis for far greater 
security.” Excerpt from:  Eventing Insights, by Blyth Tait



Pessoa™

Additional Gullet Plates
Sizes: Narrow, Medium,  
Medium/wide, Wide & 
Extra wide
466892  $24.95

NEW

Pessoa™ Legacy XP3
Antiqued grained leather. XCH 
system. Carbon-fiber infused tree. 
Tree comes with  
medium gullet plate.
Flap: Regular & Long
Seat: 16”, 161/2”, 17”, 171/2”
465209  $2,295.00

Rodrigo™ 
Rubber Reins
Brown
5/8” x 54”
465238  $89.95

How a Show Jumper Changed the Seat of Eventing

XCH Interchangeable 
Gullet System 

Change the fit of your saddle
 in only six steps!

In the early ‘70’s Nelson Pessoa created 

the first Pessoa saddle, and it was an 

excellent example of precision, comfort and 

performance. More than 30 years later, it still 

is. The reigning saddle on the show jumping 

circuit, Pessoa saddles say “jumping” more  

than any other saddle in the market today. 

That’s why so many world champions chose 

to work with Pessoa, and why an impressive 

number of world-class show jumpers  

consistently make Pessoa their saddle of 

choice year after year.

Rodrigo™ Jumper  
Figure 8 Bridle 
Less Reins with 
Genuine  
Sheepskin disc.
Pony, Cob, Full, 
Oversize
465227  $134.95

Strong and 
classic, just like its 
Pessoa namesake.
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Rodrigo Pessoa, International Show Jumping Champion
3-time Olympic Medalist (‘96 & ‘00 team Bronze, ‘04 individual gold)
‘07 Pan Am games, Silver & gold medalist
World Record holder with Baloubet for 3 consecutive World Cup wins and Reserve Champion the 4th year
Youngest World Champion (‘98 WEg, Rome)
Youngest Olympic Rider (‘92 Olympics, Barcelona)
More then 50 grand Prix wins

Becky on the XCH System You’ve really got to try this new Pessoa XCH 
System. It’s a simple concept, yet one that can be invaluable to the eventer. 
If your horse is a typical shape-shifting event horse, changing noticeably 
through the withers as he gets into fighting shape for competition season, 
the XCH system allows you to modify your tree in minutes. No more 
changing saddles, or using layers of pads and hoping for a fix!
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Tiana on the Anky™ Saddle    “There’s no doubt my Anky saddle had a huge impact 
on my 4th place dressage ranking after the first day at Rolex this year. The weather was 
horrendous, absolutely pouring during my test, but the Buffalo leather was fabulous, 
keeping me really stuck in the tack. It’s an awesome saddle on so many levels.”

ANKY’s Got Everyone Talking!

ANKY™ Euro Dressage XCH
Buffalo printed leather with 
molded knee roll and  
AMS System. 
Flap: Reg. & Long 
Seat: 161/2”, 17”, 171/2”, 18”
466909  $2,395.00

ANKY™

Additional Gullet Plates
Sizes: Narrow, Medium,  
Medium/wide, Wide & Extra wide
466892  $24.95

ANKY Salinero XCH w/Buffalo Print Leather
Pessoa’s new XCH System and AMS synthetic wool 
flocked panel system for easy tree and panel adjustment, 
makes this is an eventer’s dream. Comes in soft, pliable 
buffalo grained leather. Medium gullet plate included.
Black
Flap length: Regular & Long
Seat: 161/2”, 17”, 171/2”, 18”
466917  $2,350.00

New! 
Carbon-fiber 
infused tree

AMS 2 Zone 
Panel System 

Synthetic wool flocking with 

enhanced Memory that 

allows for adjustments, 

combined with a pressure 

balancing membrane.

   ractically overnight, the Anky 

saddle became the dressage 

saddle of choice with our event 

riders. Right from the git-go, 

everyone seemed to bond 

with this saddle. We  

put it in their hands, 

they rode in it, and 

that was that - they 

were off to compete with it. 

The word spread and, next 

thing we knew, their students 

and other riders from their 

barns were wanting to know, 

“how do we get an Anky?”  

How cool is that!

So why’s it such a great ride? 

“I loved this saddle from 

day one,” bonnie Mosser 

explains. “Anky’s undisputed 

experience definitely shows in 

its design. It’s not bulky, gives 

you extremely close contact, 

and its seat’s very supportive 

without being restrictive. This 

design really enhances your 

aids, and allows you to be 

comfortable yet still effective. 

That’s a win-win in my book.” 

Tiana Coudray couldn’t 

agree more, and says 

she recommends it to all 

her students. “I kid you not, 

every single person in our barn 

that has ridden in one has gone 

out and bought it,” she tells us.

We think that speaks volumes! 

P

For more on the new  
AMS and XCH systems go to   

www.englishridingsupply.com

XCH Interchangeable  
Gullet System 

Change the fit of your saddle
 in only six steps!

Also available without XCH
Tree width: Medium,  
Medium/wide & Wide
Flap length: Regular & Long
Seat: 161/2”, 17”, 171/2”, 18”
464052  $1,995.00
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Becky on the Anky™ Saddle    “This saddle was truly a find—the craftsmanship and 
performance level far exceeds its price! I ride a lot of horses, and it feels fine-tuned and 
balanced on each and every one of them. It’s not a stretch to say that this is a saddle you 
can count on, that would instill confidence at any competition level.”

ANKY™ Dressage Girth
With buckle guard and 
stainless steel roller 
buckles
Black
Sizes: 26” - 32”
464554  $188.00

          e gave this bridle to bonnie to use 

for our photoshoot at Rolex. She wouldn’t 

give it back! With carefully thought 

out details that reflect Anky’s amazing 

expertise, this bridle is fabulous, both 

technically and aesthetically.

ANKY™ Snaffle Bridle
with Flash
Black
464544  $235.00

Snaffle Bridle 
without Flash
(not shown)
Black
464543  $229.95

Cob with 1/2” cheeks
Horse  with 1/2” or 5/8” cheeks
Oversize with 5/8” cheeks

Anky van Grunsven, Dutch Dressage Champion
2-time Olympic Individual gold Medalist (‘00 & ‘04)

7-time World Cup Dressage Champion

ANKY™ Rubber 
Covered Reins–5/8”
Black
464550  $109.95

ANKY™ 
Stirrup Leathers
Black
3/4” x 60” & 1” x 60”
462480  $159.95

1” x 65”
466945  $175.00

W
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Optimum Grip without 
the sweat or the noise!

Tiana on Microweave DX Breeches  “Yet another WOW for me. I don’t sweat at 
all in the full seats, and the super-stick is great cross-country.  And they fit great, even 
the pull-ons—the Ovation design gurus definitely get kudos for that!

    hese are the most amazing,  

high-performance breeches. We 

took samples to Rolex for a photo 

shoot with our riders, and they 

thought they were so terrific 

that no one would give 

them back. Talk about 

an instant hit! So what 

makes these breeches so 

cool? Our woven, moisture-

wicking microfiber fabric! They 

keep you dry and support your 

muscles, which helps prevent 

fatigue. Their luxurious drape also 

helps keep you looking great. The 

Dri-Lex® inner skin, or “DX”, offered 

on our full seat styles adds a new 

level of comfort never experienced 

before. A two-layer fabric that’s 

lightweight and fast-drying,  

Dri-Lex® keeps you cool by 

transporting sweat away from 

your body and allowing it to 

evaporate from an upper layer. 

The combination of moisture-

wicking materials and Dri-Lex®, 

guarantees great support, super 

looks, and no more sweaty 

bottoms – ever!
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Technologically advanced Dri-Lex® Inner Skin keeps you cool and dry even when wearing 
your full seats. Optimum grip fabric is extremely flexible and stretches to provide the 

ultimate in comfort — without announcing your arrival!

Breeches shown 
inside-out

No more sweaty 
bottoms with 

 
inner skin!

Super-Stick breech
with tackified material

on inner leg and full seat

Moisture repellent
technology diagram
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Men’s Breeches.  
The Perfect fit!

John on Microweave Breeches  “It’s difficult to find men’s breeches that fit well. 
My Ovation™ Microweaves fit great, stay dry, look good and are affordable. That’s 
a challenge with many of the men’s styles on the market. Open my bag at any 
competition and you’re guaranteed to find several pair.”

Men’s MicroWeave Four 
Pocket Breech w/knee 
patches (no Dri-Lex®)
Colors: White • Light Tan • 
Dark Toffee
Sizes: Men’s 28-32 Regular and 
34-44 Regular and Long
465145 $109.95

Men’s MicroWeave™ DX 
Genuine Leather Full Seat 
Breech (not shown)
Colors: Light Tan •  
Dark Toffee
Men’s Sizes: 34-44
Regular and Long
466943 $159.95

Four Pocket 
breech 

with Knee Patches

Dark 
Toffee

Light 
Tan

Super-Stick Breeches
Tackified material on inner leg and full seat 

for OPTIMUM grip!

Euroweave Dx 
Zip Front Breeches 
Super-Stick Full Seat 
Color: White/Black
Sizes: Ladies’ 24 - 34, regular & long
467204  $99.95

MicroWeave DX Perfect Form 
Pull-On Breeches
Super-Stick Full Seat
Colors:  Black • Light Tan
Sizes:  Ladies 24 - 34 Regular
466850  $99.95 

MicroWeave DX Perfect Form 
Zip Front Breeches
Super-Stick Full Seat
Color: White
Sizes: Ladies’ 24 - 34,  
regular & long
466877  $99.95

Stay Cool & Dry
even when wearing full seats with added power of Dri-Lex®!

Available in Microweave & Euroweave Fabrics
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Make Sweat a Non-Issue

Ovation ™ Dri-lex® 
Front Zip Show Shirt
Colors: White  
Candy pink  
Dusty lilac • Dusty blue  
Sizes:  XS - Xl
465134  $39.95

Ovation ™ Dri-lex  
Short Sleeve 
Ratcatcher
(Not shown) Colors: 
White • Pale Pink 
Pale Lilac  • Pale Blue
Sizes: 30 - 42 
466993   $59.95

Ovation ™ Dri-lex®  
Polo Shirt
Colors: Candy Pink • White 
Ice Lime • Dusty Lilac  
light Stone • Dusty Green  
Dusty blue
Sizes:  XS - Xl
465203   $39.95

Ovation ™ Dri-lex®  
Stock Tie
(Not shown)White
Ready tied or Untied
Sizes: S - Xl
466921   $19.95

         vation™ Dri-Lex® shirts have 

one goal – keeping you dry.   

When you sweat, your body’s 

using energy to try to 

keep cool. Think about it, 

that’s energy you could be 

putting into your ride.  

A technical fabric that’s lightweight 

and fast-drying, Dri-Lex® keeps you 

cool by transporting sweat away 

from your body and allowing it to 

evaporate from the surface. With 

higher performance, dry comfort 

and an active cut, these shirts are 

great alone, and ideal as a next-

to-skin base layer under a jacket or 

safety vest.

O

Ovation ™ Dri-lex®   
long sleeve Ratcatcher
Colors: White • Pale pink  
pale lilac • Pale blue  
pale aqua • Pale yellow 
Sizes: 30 - 42
466876   $79.95

Bonnie on Dri-Lex   “As a rider, dealing with sweat basically comes with the territory, 
especially when you add a shadbelly, jacket or cross-country vest into the mix. But Dri-Lex 
really helps keep you dry. It keeps you comfortable, with more energy and endurance, so 
you can focus on your ride.”

Ovation Dri- lex 
Boot Socks 
Colors: Dusty blue  
Dusty Green
Pink • White
Sizes: ladies 9 - 11
465133   $9.95
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Stand Up to Extreme Conditions
         hy is Mountain Horse 

outerwear so perfect for 

eventers? Because it’s for 

riders who put the demands of variable 

conditions and constant motion on their 

outerwear. This innovative line 

features the latest technology 

and sophisticated design that 

Mountain Horse is known for. 

With its Weather Protective System 

(WPS) technology, these jackets are 

wind and waterproof with taped seams, 

yet highly breathable and created to 

withstand heavy rain and wind.  

A company made up of riders themselves, 

Mountain Horse has always let the needs 

and requirements from riders drive the 

design behind their products. So no  

matter what the conditions, with 

Mountain Horse outerwear you can stand 

up to the elements.

W

Becky on Mountain Horse Outerwear  With 
Minnesota as my base, I can be outside teaching and 
riding in extreme weather all day long. Mountain 
Horse not only keeps me comfortable and looking 
professional, but it allows me to get my work done no 
matter what the conditions.

Mountain Horse ®  
Cirrus Rider Jacket
Windproof, waterproof, breathable, 
and classically styled, our Mountain 
Horse Cirrus Rider jacket is a super 
value that’s tough to match!  With 
rider-friendly details like riding 
vents in the back and a detachable 
hood that folds conveniently into 
the collar, this jacket moves easily 
between the barn and the saddle.

Features include:
• Windproof, waterproof and 

breathable fabric.
• 5 outside pockets as well as inner 

mobile and chest pocket.
• Two way zipper at front with 

storm flap.
• Draw string at waist and velcro at 

sleeves for adjustable fit.
 Shell: 100% nylon. 
 Lining I: 100% polyester.
 Lining II: 100% cotton.
• Unisex sizing.

 Dark Denim • Brick Red
 Chestnut Cream
 Unisex sizes: XS-XXL
 302056   $115.00

Mountain Horse ® Arena Jacket
Introducing our most comfortable, waterproof, 
jacket ever. Don’t let its stylish looks fool you – 
this jacket is a workhorse!  Extremely lightweight, 
windproof and breathable, this two-layer 
jacket features a technical polyester fabric with 
mechanical stretch for ultimate comfort, superb 
durability, and full freedom of movement. 

Features include:
• Fully taped seams.
• Two-way waterproof zipper.
•  Shaped sleeves for improved  

freedom of movement.
•  Two front pockets with zippers  

and hand warming fleece lining.
•  Easy access sleeve pocket.
•  Head-set wire system to accommodate  

Mp3 players and mobile phones.
•  Removable and fully adjustable hood.
Fabric and Lining: 100% polyester.
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Black • Green Earth
Ice blue
Sizes:   XS-Xl
302065   $159.00

Mountain Horse 
Official Jacket 

and Footwear of 
the USEA
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Mountain Horse SCS3 Boots–
A Must-Have for Eventers

Mountain Horse ®

Classic High Rider Dress Boot
SCS3 Ready. The Classic High Rider Dress boot 
features the SCS3 system for added control. The 
supple leather and elasticated shaft provides an 
individual fit. Comfortable enough to wear all day 
long. Waxed Full-Grain Leather with suede lining. 
yKK® Vislon zipper along the back.
black
307055  (Ladies Reg. Calf) Sizes: 5 - 11
307056  (Ladies Wide Calf) Sizes: 6 - 10
307057  (Ladies Short/Reg. Calf) Sizes: 5 - 10
307073  (Ladies Long/Reg. Calf) Sizes: 7 - 11
307058  (Men’s Reg. Calf) Sizes: 8 - 11

Ladies or Men’s  $310.00

Stirrup Control  
System 3 
(SCS3) 

is built into the outsole, 
offering increased control 

and stability when used 
with the optional SCS3 

stirrup pads. SCS3 boots 
also fit with any other 

stirrup pads on the market.

SCS3 Stirrup Pad
While in the irons, the SCS3 stirrup 
pad stabilizes boots and paddocks with 
the compatible SCS3 external sole. 
Matching grooves on pads and sole 
of boot prevent foot from slipping 
forward, yet allow rider to easily pull 
foot back. 
Material: Rubber
Sizes: 41/4 • 43/4
Colors:  black (angled), white (flat)
307047   $17.95

       ur ERS riders all agree on one thing 

– the Mountain Horse SCS3 boots are 

a must-have!  With outstanding 

comfort, an off-the-shelf fit that 

rivals customs, and unsurpassed 

stability in the irons thanks to the 

Stirrup Control System (SCS3), these 

boots just can’t be beat. Need more to be 

a believer?  Just ask Canadian Kyle Carter, 

member of the 2007 Pan Am Games Silver 

Medal Eventing Team. Kyle credits his 

SCS3’s with keeping him in the tack at an 

amazingly dicey cross country fence during 

the ’07 games, which helped put him in 4th 

position after cross country.  Now they’re 

his boots of choice. “I liked the boots right 

from the start when I bought them,” he 

says. “But they really proved their worth 

at that fence. After that, not only am I 

a total believer in the SCS3 System, but 

anyone who was watching my ride that 

day should be as well!”  
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Tiana on SCS3 boots  Having been a dancer, it’s always 
difficult getting tall boots that fit my calf well. Then I found the 
Mountain Horse High Rider Field and Dress boots. Right off the 
shelf they fit like they were custom made. Plus the foot bed is 
super comfortable. Mountain Horse has really nailed both the 
comfort and the look—these boots couldn’t be nicer.”

Durable elastic along 
the back of the shaft 
insures an individual fit.

Heel and front 
sole are equipped 
with Aergozone™ 
shock absorbing 

technology.

MST steel shank 
for increased torsion support.

For maximum 
performance, use 

with the SCS3 pad.

Can be used with 
any stirrup iron.

Bonnie Mosser and Jenga
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Mountain Horse®

Richmond High Rider Field Boot
SCS3 Ready. Elegant and traditional jumping/all-
round boot. The Richmond High Rider emphasizes 
comfort while offering an unsurpassed level of stability 
and control with the SCS3 system in the outer sole. 
Waxed Full-Grain Leather with suede lining.  
yKK® Vislon zipper along the back.
black
307044  (Ladies Reg. Calf) Sizes: 5 - 12
307048  (Ladies Wide Calf) Sizes: 6 - 10
307051  (Ladies Short/Reg. Calf) Sizes: 6 - 10
307052  (Ladies Long/Reg. Calf) Sizes: 7 - 12
307045  (Men’s Reg. Calf) Sizes: 9 - 13
307053  (Men’s Long/Reg. Calf) Sizes: 9 - 13
307054  (Men’s Long/Wide Calf) Sizes: 9 - 13

Ladies  $319.00
Men’s  $349.00

For fitting charts and more information 
about the SCS3 system, visit us at 
www.mountainhorseuSa.net.

With SCS3 technology, supple leather that molds to your 

calf, and three layers of impact absorbing technology to 

cushion and support your feet, these boots look as good as 

customs, perform better, and are easier on your wallet.  It 

doesn’t get much better than that!

YKK® Vislon zipper along the back

Elastic lacing 
for easy  

entry/exit.

Corinne on SCS3 boots  There is an instant, 
secure, heels down feeling the minute you put on 
these boots and step into the stirrups. I love anything 
that helps my riding and keeps me secure in the 
saddle! They are comfortable enough to wear all day 
and they look good enough for the show ring!

Mountain Horse 
Official Jacket 

and Footwear of 
the USEA

Tiana Coudray and Kings Street
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More Gripping Power, Less Hand Fatigue

For some time now these gloves have been a great seller in Europe, so we decided it was time we 

brought them to the U.S. riding market.  The unique, breathable characteristics of MacWet’s AquaTec 

material allows it to maintain maximum grip and feel in all conditions, no matter how wet or humid 

-  even through water jumps and mud spray! British eventer, Polly Stockton is adamant about them.  

“The only glove to use. A revolutionary glove for all Event Riders, MacWet gloves allow total control of 

the reins in all conditions providing maximum grip and no slip.” That’s good enough for us!

Bonnie Mosser and Jenga

Hydrophane Event leg Grease
The classic formula made famous at badminton.
464074  1 kg  $34.95
464075  2.5kg   $72.95

Small Stuff, Big Performance

lAMi-CEll Helmet
Worn by buck Davidson, who tells us,  
“There’s nothing out there that’s cooler and 
feels as good when you wear it”, these protective, 
lightweight and low profile helmets feature a 
micro-fiber suede finish, air circulation vents 
and an adjustable harness. This sleek helmet is 
SEI certified to ASTM F1163-01 standards, and 
designed with safety and comfort in mind.
Colors: black, Cadet blue
Sizes:  61/4 - 75/8
464400   $119.95

Micro-Mesh Original12C
Sizes: 6-12
Colors: Black • Green • Navy 
Brown • White (not shown)
467056  Regular Cuff  $39.95
467055  long Cuff  $39.95
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Windstopper
Three season comfort with  
Gore™ Windstopper fabric.
Sizes: 6-12
Colors: Black • Blue • Green • Brown
467054  Regular Cuff  $44.95
467053  long Cuff  $44.95

Keeps its grip 
through water 
jumps & mud 

spray!

Protection 
Without 

Restriction

Protect Your #1 Asset

Ovation ™ Body Protector
The Ovation body protector gives eventers optimal 
protection without compromising mobility. With 
smart design features like reflective tape across the 
back for increased visibility at night, removable foam 
lining and a micro mesh and nylon exterior that’s 
fully machine washable, this vest easily withstands 
the rigors of cross country riding. Velcro fastenings 
at shoulders and sides allow for growth and simple 
adjustments. 
EN NO:131158 :2000 - CE: LEVEL 3 - ASTM: 
ASTM-F 1937

Buck Davidson

Royal blue
Child’s XS - l
464646  $99.95

black
adult S - l
464645  $119.95

Windstopper
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Happy Mouth 
Revolver Bits
3 Ring Pessoa Gag
5” & 51/2”  
464702  $54.95

Happy Mouth 
Revolver Bits
King Dee
41/2”, 5” & 51/2”
464704  $53.95

Happy Mouth 
Revolver Bits
Full Cheek
5” & 51/2”
464703  $62.95

Happy Mouth 
Revolver Bits
loose Ring Snaffle
5” & 51/2”
464700  $39.95

Happy Mouth Revolver Bits 

We sent these bits out to our riders to see if they really 

worked as well as we thought they did.  The feedback 

we got was great. Bonnie told us that they made two 

of her horses “go better than ever”; and John reported 

back that he found them especially good on horses 

who tend to have trouble accepting bits.  Tiana noticed 

that she could definitely get a lift on one side or the 

other, really feeling the revolver action. So how do they 

work? The smooth revolving center link enables the two 

sides of the bit to rotate independently of each other 

in a smooth movement, giving you total control and 

independent action – and a happy horse.

Equi Wing Wide  
Track Stirrup irons
With wide track 
“cheese grater”style 
metal pads for excellent 
grip. available in your 
choice of aluminum 
or featherweight 
HyperNylon 
Composite.

HyperNylon
Weighs 200 grams
43/4”
465503  $67.50 Pair

Aluminum
Weighs 450 grams
4 3/4”
465504  $74.95 Pair

Veredus™ Nero line Jumping Boots
Mike Winters tried his first pair of Veredus boots 
at training camp prior to the Pan Am Games. He 
liked them so well, that a week and a half later he 
took them to the games and competed in them, and 
loaned a pair to fellow team member, Kyle Carter. 
“The quality and efficiency of these boots really sets 
them apart from the others,” explains Mike. “When 
you’re riding six or seven horses a day, every day, you 
need a boot that fits well with no slippage, is safe, and 
one that’s really easy to clean and use. Veredus boots 
live up to every single one of those expectations, and 
they look great too.” a Carbon strike plate, which 
provides absolute protection for the suspensory 
tendon, is combined with a Dual Density Shell for 
complete protection. Combined with a gel pad that 
reduces the transmission of shocks and impacts by 
40%, and a no-slip, anatomical design, and these 
boots are a necessity for every show jumping phase.

High Performance, 
Low Up-Keep

Composite Reflex  Wide 
Track Stirrup irons
Made of one of the toughest 
hi-tech polymers produced 

by Dupont®, these irons relieve 
tension on your knees and ankles 

thanks to integrated 3D swivel action treads 
that are  positioned on a shock-absorbent layer.  Tiana 

tested these for us with really positive results. “I absolutely love the 
REFlEX iron for its angled, springy tread. I think that design achieves 
and surpasses everything the jointed stirrups are going for, without all 
the problems.With the jointed ones, there is no stability under your 
foot because the whole base moves freely. The reflex has some give to it, 
but it’s limited to the tread, so the base stays firm under your foot. and 
it has a nice weight to it.”  
Weight 454 grams.
black
4 3/4”
465137  $35.95 Pair

Carbon Gel Open Front Boot
Black • Brown • Grey • White
Sizes:  S, M, l
464951  $189.95

Carbon Gel Ankle Boot
Black • Brown • Grey • White
Sizes:  S, M, l
464952  $169.95

CARBON

CARBON

GEL PAD

EXTRA PROTECTION

Both come with a Free 
Rubber Pad!

Gentle 
Control, 

New Twist



Our dedication to your sport doesn’t end with our products. Supporting 
the eventing community is a must if it’s going to flourish and grow.
We’ve established on-going sponsorship commitments to organizations, 
programs and events that are important to you, like the United States 
Eventing Association, North American Young Riders, American Eventing 
Championships, USEA Gold Cup Series and Maui Jim Horse Trials. Want more 
on our sponsorship program? Visit us at www.ers4star.com.

Finding the 4-Star Collection

So you want to know where you can buy this awesome gear? Well, we don’t 
sell direct, but we do partner with some of the best equestrian stores and 
online retailers nationwide to provide you with our products and support. 
So stop in at your local tack store or surf to your favorite online supplier, and 
check out the gear in our 4-Star Collection. See it, touch it, try it, whatever you 
need. You’re gonna love what you find.

Supporting the 
Eventing Community

520 Kane Street • Scranton, PA 18505 •  www.englishridingsupply.com • www.ers4star.com

Have comments on our gear, or just want to add your two cents? We want to hear what you 

have to say. Drop us some feedback at 4star@EnglishRidingSupply.com.

We’re also working on getting the 4-Star gear on the net so you can surf for your favorite 

stuff, find a dealer, get advice from our sponsored riders, and more. The new site’s targeted to 

launch soon, so keep checking back at www.ers4star.com.

© 2008 English Riding Supply. All rights reserved. ® and ™ are trademarks of specified brands. English Riding Supply reserves the right to change or discontinue any specifications, design, features, model or accessories shown without notice. 
Photos: Shannon Brinkman Photography; Emily Daily/USEA; Tom Holder • Front Cover photo:  Shannon Brinkman Photography • Back Cover photo courtesy of Emily Daily/USEA
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